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Closing the Loop on Complaints: Diagnostic 
 

The effective management of complaints is 

the most underrated way of improving 

customer satisfaction and thereby delivering 

improved revenue growth. Customers who 

complain – or who provide positive feedback 

– are taking the time to tell you how well 

you’re doing. This means they care about 

your company and what it can do for them, 

so treating them and their feedback brilliantly 

will keep them loyal to you and increase the 

likelihood that they will tell other people 

about you. 

Companies who do this well adopt an 

approach that we call Closing the Loop. This 

is a “virtuous circle” where complaints are 

detected and averted if possible, handled in 

a way which leaves the customer delighted, 

and used as the basis for learning. 

This diagnostic gives you a high-level tool to start the process of changing the way you think about 

and manage customer complaints. Applying this diagnostic and our 7-step approach to 

implementation will help you move complaints from being a cost that you’d rather not have to a 

revenue generator. 

In short, complaints are a goldmine of opportunity. 
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Closing the loop diagnostic 
The list of statements below represents the things that high-performing customer-centric 

organisations do as a matter of course in relation to customer feedback or complaints in relation to the 

three elements of the Closing the Loop approach. For each statement, tick the box that most closely 

resembles what your organisation currently does. 

The areas marked as “disagree” give you the basis of a change programme to transform the way in 

which you manage customer complaints. 

In general… Agree Disagree 

We reward people who provide feedback   

We empower the people who provide redress or compensation to do 

the right thing for customers 
  

We keep the customer informed throughout the process of the 

complaint 
  

We ensure customers leave the process with a better opinion of us 

than when they started 
  

We dedicate sufficient resource to understanding: 

• The nature of complaints 

• Their root causes 

• The underlying systemic issues 

  

Detecting (and averting) complaints Agree Disagree 

We make it easy for our customers to complain or provide feedback   

We know how to detect unhappy customers…   

• In face-to-face channels   

• Via telephone   

• When they are using our websites   

• When they are using social media   

We have a robust set of measures that tell us how happy our 

customers are and the consequences of this  
  

Handling complaints Agree Disagree 

We always ensure complaining customers remain loyal after we have 

satisfactorily resolved their issues 
  

Our front-line staff are fully empowered and trained to exercise 

judgement in handling customer complaints 
  

We are actively seeking ways to make our more front-line staff more 

empowered 
  

How much do you understand your customers’ desired outcome?   

Learning from feedback Agree Disagree 

We would characterise ourselves as a “learning organisation”   

Our root cause analysis teams are adequately resourced   

We always strive to look at the bigger picture and underlying causes 

when analysing the causes of customer dissatisfaction 
  

We treat our responses to customer complaints as an opportunity for 

innovation 
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Getting started with implementation 
The questions below cover the initial steps of our approach and help you get started on transforming 

the way you handle complaints. Unlike the previous list, these are more open-ended and are intended 

to stimulate thinking about the approach to customer-centricity and the appetite for change. 

Current state 

How well are you managing complaints today?  

What gets measured that supports the above view? (e.g. Net 

Promoter Score, customer satisfaction, complaint 

volumes/complaints per customer, customer churn) 

 

What do you already know about your customers from e.g. focus 

groups, Voice of the Customer programmes and market research? 

 

What is the disconnect between what you know customers want and 

the experience you deliver? 

 

What do you know about the cost of customer acquisition?  

Context for change 

What’s the appetite for customer-centric change? What issues are 

preoccupying senior managers at present? 

 

Where’s the commitment to genuine customer-centricity? Which of 

your senior stakeholders has expressed a desire to put customers at 

the centre of everything you do? 

 

Where and how do customer issues and complaints get discussed? 

What senior meetings or forums deal with customer experience and 

particularly customer complaints? What decisions get made at these 

meetings? 

 

Get going 

Which issue attracts the most complaints for customers?   

Do we have a solution in place for this issue?   

If yes, is it generating the results you would expect?   

If no, what would need to happen to get a solution? Who would 

sponsor such a solution? 
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About NextTen 
We believe our clients have the hunger to drive their companies closer to their customers to 

deliver extraordinary performance. 

We help our clients by 

• Using our ongoing research to build compelling stories that challenge the perceived 

wisdom of successful performance 

• Identifying how customer outcome-driven thinking is applied in practice to transform the 

way the organisation performs 

• Defining the qualities required for "Supercompany" performance and codifying the 

associated skills, teamwork and performance metrics 

• Developing education materials that build lasting capability 

• Understanding in-depth the impact of key digital technologies 

• Understanding how to enable agility in decision-making 

NextTen Innovation Solutions delivers 

• Inspirational training in the “next practice” techniques required to deliver Supercompany 

performance 

• Workshop facilitation that helps you really put the customer at the centre of your business 

• Business process transformation 

• Training and competence assessment tools to embed customer-centric capability 

• Business benefit assessments that create a compelling case for investment 

• Practical tools to support decision making and analysis 

• Implementation of key technologies 

Through our companion site The Next Ten Years (www.nextten.media) we seek out high-growth 

supercompanies and find out what makes them tick, whilst continuing to explore the implications 

of customer-centricity and the associated disciplines of leadership and entrepreneurship. 
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